SUCCESS STORY

Ensuring adherence
to business SLAs with
predictive intelligence
For a large American retailer

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

BUSINESS CONTEXT

The customer is a leading American
retailer that operates a chain of
supercenters offering both groceries
and department store goods.

Retail operations rely on the smooth and timely processing of IT
processes. Any failure or delay in key IT processes like workload
management can cause severe operating problems. For example:
• Delays in generating daily BI reports for critical business
functions such as sales or stock management
• Delays in replenishing perishable goods, leading to lost sales
opportunities
• Late pricing changes (including daily updates, special
promotions, and volume discounts), leading to lost revenue

The company has over 200 stores
across the Midwestern U.S. and
about 50,000 employees
.
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SOLUTION IMPACT

THE CHALLENGE
The customer had resource-intensive and
inefficient processes for workload processing:

90% accuracy in
predicting future SLA violations

▪ Complex monitoring: 20,000+ batch jobs
spread across five lines of business
▪ Reactive operations: Manual monitoring of
batch jobs and last-minute fixes when
something went wrong
▪ Lack of visibility: Low visibility into root cause
and impact of failures on SLAs (service level
agreements), leading to difficulty
prioritizing fixes
.

2 to 3 hours
Of early warnings for
potential SLA breaches

37 SLA misses
predicted accurately within
two months

THE
THE SOLUTION
SOLUTION
▪ Single pane of glass visibility for all workload
management processes, backed by a blueprint
of batch operations cutting across schedulers
and business functions.

▪ Autonomous monitoring of workload management
that can detect anomalies and predict SLA
violations in time to provide early notifications of
any potential outages.

▪ Timely predictions of operations, ahead-of-time
warning for any potential SLA breach, and
detailed root-cause analysis, making it easy to
identify tasks at risk and plan for the fastest
resolution.

▪ Automated impact analysis for any process delays
or failures, so that the team can understand the
potential impact on SLAs and prioritize
tasks accordingly.

KEY VALUES DELIVERED

Business Assurance

Visibility
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Proactive Operations

IT processes assured to
meet business deliverables

Single pane of glass view across
the entire workload ecosystem
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Predicting problems before
they impact business
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